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Droidcam obs not working



If you have problems on the phone, use the app's menu (⋮), open the Info page and again under (⋮) use [Send Logs] to send a bug report. If you see obs about the computer crash or behaving badly, please send the OBS log to dev47apps at gmail.com. Newspapers are in your home directory,
Windows:C:-Users-USERNAME-AppData-Roaming-OBS-logs MacOS: /Users/USERNAME/Library/ApplicationSupport/obs-studio/logs/Linux: /home/USERNAME/.config/obs-studio/logs/ Un-Installation Make sure OBS Studio doesn't work. Windows: Open the task manager and finish adb.exe if it's
running. Then use programs and features in the control panel to remove the DroidCam OBS. Linux plugin: delete 'droidcam-obs' in '.config/obs-studio/plugins/'. macOS: open a terminal and enter sudo rm-ir /Library/Application Support/obs-studio/plugins/droidcam-obs follow the prompts (enter y to
confirm), then do sudo pkgutil --forget com.dev47apps.obsdroidcam. Can I get 4K/Can I use the Grand Angle lens on my phone? Support for non-regular front/rear cameras varies from device to device. In order to work in the background and for greater efficiency, the app doesn't use all the latest camera
features in Android. Better support for additional camera features should come with future upgrades. How do regular DroidCam and PC customers work with DroidCam OBS? On Android, the new DroidCam OBS app and this plugin are separate from the regular and client DroidCam app (these are much
older). DroidCam for iOS works with both this plugin and the regular PC client. Hey, I'm trying to use Droidcam as a webcam for OBS, but when I add a webcam source the Droidcam webcam doesn't show up. I've been trying to reinstall both Droidcam and OBS, but it still won't show up. If anyone can tell
me what I'm doing wrong that would be greatly appreciated Note: It works on Discord and Skype, but not OBS and Streamlabs Also this has nothing to do with this problem, but I tried to post this on Streamlabs forums, but I can't because I can't physically select a subject It could be that Droidcam only
provides 32 bit drivers, in which case you will need to use the 32-bit version of OBS. DroidCam works with OBS 64-bit fine. It works with the Windows DroidCam client (which installs itself as a webcam driver) as a source of video capture device as well as mjpeg http feed as a media source. I just tested
this successfully. There is nothing special to say. Just follow the instructions of the DroidCam app and the website. DroidCam on the smartphone supports exactly a connected customer. If there is one connected, nothing else is able to connect. Here are some answers to the most common questions I get.
General ConnectionMultiple CamerasHow can I use multiple cameras? AudioI does not see an audio input in OBS StudioGeneralIs an official project of the creators of OBS Studio? No, this is an unaffiliated project by a third party. OBS Studio provides a plugin API that was used to create a third-party
plugin for OBS Studio. Studio. do not contact the creators of OBS Studio for support. What iOS hardware do I need? When using the NDI Connection method - you can use any device that is running iOS 9 and later. When using the USB connection method - the app works best for devices released in
2016 and later. This includes the following devices.iPhone 6iPhone 6SiPhone 6SiPhone 6S PlusiPhone SEiPhone 7iPhone 7 PlusiPhone XiPhone XSiPhone XSiPhone 8iPhone 8 PlusiPhone XRiPhone 11 ProiPhone 11 Pro MaxiPhone 12 MiniiPhone 12Phone 12 ProiPhone 12 Pro MaxiPadiPad (5th
generation)iPad (6th generation)iPad (7th generation)iPad MiniiPad Mini 4iPad Mini (5th generation)iPad AiriPad Air (3rd generation)iPad Air 2iPad ProFind what iPad model you have. Why 2016 and later? We have identified a problem with previous devices when encoding video on the device that can
potentially cause problems during use. For this reason, we do not recommend using the app with devices earlier than those listed above. How to uninstall the plugin?macOSThe plugin is installed in the next folder /Library/Application Support/obs-studio/plugins/obs-ios-camera-source. To quickly open this
folder, open Finder.app and select from the Go to Folder menu... and go into the path above. WindowsThe plugin is installed in the following folders: C:-Program Files-obs-studio-data-obs-plugins-obs-ios-camera-sourceC: 'Program Files'obs-studio-obs-plugins-32bit-obs-ios-camera-source.pdbC:'Program
Files'obs-studio-obs-plugins-32bit-obs-ios-camera-source.dllC:-Program Files-obs-studio-obs-plugins-64bit-obs-ios-camera-source.pdbC:-Program Files-obs-studio-obs-plugins-64bit-obs-ios-camera-source.dllHow can I broadcast in landscape mode? Make sure your iOS devices' rotation lock is disabled.
Then, with the app running, just rotate your phone landscape and the video will go into landscape mode. If the video isn't running horizontally yet, then it's a symptom that you're not using the iOS camera source to connect to the device. Check it out to find out more. How can I change the output
resolution? Tap the app settings icon, then tap a resolution and framerate of your choice. Beware though, framerates and high resolutions can put your system under pressure and not be able to be decoded in real time. I recommend you stick to 720p30, 720p60 or 1080p30. You might be luckier than my
old MacBook Pro Is Camera for OBS Studio compatible with Streamlabs OBS? Kinda. You'll need to use the NewTek NDI WiFi connection method and learn more about NDI and Streamlabs OBS. Unfortunately, you can't install what old OBS Studio plugin in Streamlabs OBS so the low latency USB
connection method won't work. You can try upvote this question and see what the developers are saying. use it in other apps, such as Zoom? You can now use our new Telecast Camera app to use your iPhone/iPad as a webcam across most apps. Visit the Telecast Camera website for more information.
We work on support windows and hope hope have more to announce soon. Sign up to receive notifications here Alternatively, you can use OBS Studio and the OBS-VirtualCam plugin to get this effect on Linux and Windows, or obs-Mac VirtualCam plugin on macOS.Unidentified Developer error when
installing the plugin on macOSAs version 2.5.1 of the plugin, this will not happen. Be sure to download the latest version of the plugin from this site. Connection problemsThere is no 'iOS Camera' option in OBS StudioYou will need to install the plugin for OBS Studio to see the source of the iOS camera.
This is detailed in the Start Guide. If you've installed the plugin, be sure to use the latest version of OBS Studio. You can check for updates in the app, or download the latest version from their website make sure you're using a supported operating system. Currently supported are MacOS 10.13 and
Windows 8. If after running the installer, you can't see the source iOS camera, please try to install the plugin manually by following the guide here If it doesn't work, please send us a copy of the studio obs plug and we'll help debug the problem. You can find the log file in the OBS Studio menu. Don't
connect and display Waiting for Connection in the app, even if I've followed the instructionsYou'll need to unplug your device, force leaving the app on the iPhone and launch it again. Failing that, follow these stepsUnplug the deviceForce close the camera for obs studio app on your cameraClose OBS
Studio on your computerOpen OBS Studio on your computerIf you haven't already added an iOS camera source, add it. Open the OBS Studio camera on your deviceConnect the lightning cable⚠️ If this fails, (and you're on Windows) open iTunes (and stay open) before you open OBS Studio.Do you use a
third-party cable, extension or USB hub? Make sure iTunes can see and connect to your iOS device to make sure your iOS device can communicate with your computer. We recommend connecting OBS Camera directly to your computer and avoiding any adapters. I'm on Windows and my iOS device
doesn't connectMake sure you've installed iTunes. On Windows iTunes provides the service to communicate to your iOS device on USB. iTunes doesn't need to be running, but must have been installed and runed at least once. OBS Studio crashed after plugging in my iPhoneSi OBS crashes after adding
the source of the iPhone camera to your scene, try again and make sure to follow the instructions at the top of this page. I've experienced this problem and it still works the second time - I know it's not good enough, I'm looking for the cause of this problem. If you see the app buttons in the video preview
after connecting your device and OBS Studio looks like the image below, then we didn't set up the connection properly. What you need to do is install the plugin and then use the iOS Camera layer. If you can't see the source of the iOS camera, you may not have installed the iOS Camera plugin. We Have
a Getting Getting Guide for more details, and another question for other solutions. Does the app disconnect when using multiple scenes in OBS Studio? If you use multiple scenes in OBS Studio and you find that switching scenes causes the source of the device's iOS camera to disconnect, we're going to
have to use reference copies in each scene. Make sure each scene has a duplicate of the source of the iOS camera. This can be created by copying the source of the iOS camera, and then sticking (by reference) the layer in each scene. If you don't need the iOS camera visible in the second scene, then
you can hide the iOS Camera source in that scene. It simply has to exist to ensure that the bond is kept alive. The paste (by reference) ensures that each copy of the source of the iOS camera points to the same, which ensures that the connection is maintained when switching scenes. Multiple
camerasHow can I use multiple cameras? Yes.You can use as many devices as you like. Although there is no fixed upper limit, the maximum number depends on the configuration of your computer. I used three devices at the same time - that's the number of devices I've been able to use at once. Using
multiple cameras is like using a single camera. You add another iOS Camera source to your scene and select the second device. Note: After adding the second device, you may need to open the settings for the first iOS camera source and press the reconnect button. It's a known question. Keep in mind
that if you also use multiple scenes, you will need to make sure that there are referenced copies in each scene. See Does the app disconnect when using multiple scenes in OBS Studio? for more. AudioI does not see the audio input in OBS StudioMake sure that you have updated the plugin to start the
page as the audio support was added in v2.2.0 (from the plugin and iOS app) and above. You will need to download and install the new version of the plugin if you have installed the plugin previously. Previously.
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